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Want to eliminate vanilla sex and discover what really turns you and your partner on? New sex

games, bigger thrills, and exploring fantasies?Harder Please is a book about taking your sex life to

the next level, regardless of where you currently are. From spicy sex novices to seasoned veterans

looking for their next thrill, thereâ€™s something for everyone in this book. You WILL improve your

sex life through sexual discovery and exploration.How to make it hot even if youâ€™ve been married

for years.Sex is the ultimate connector and is one of the most important parts of any relationship. It

can literally make or break a marriage. What happens when the fire dies and sex becomes a chore?

Let Harder Please do the work for you and instruct you how to spice up your sex life and make it

sizzle. A certified sex coach will show you kinks, fantasies, taboos you never knew you

had.Youâ€™ll discover new kinks, fantasies, games, taboos that youâ€™ve never have heard of.

Consider this your textbook on spicy and kinky sex that can take your sex life to orgasmic heights!

Learn how to experiment safely and the universal themes and guidelines of spice and kink.

Everything you need to get started for nights of sweaty sessions. Youâ€™ll be lying in a pile of

post-orgasm sweat, unable to move from the ecstasy youâ€™ve discovered. Push your boundaries

and break inhibitions by learningâ€¦- The surprising cause of vanilla sex and what you can do about

it.- How to approach your partner and bring up your fantasies and open the topic.- How to

manipulate each of the 5 senses for intense pleasure- The hedonism of POWER â€“ giving it up or

taking it.Can't wait?- Bondage, domination, and submission.- How to role play expertly.- 9 spicy,

realistic, hot sex games.- THE primer on dirty talk.- A special bonus chapter on erotica.Better sex

improves intimacy and trust.Itâ€™s simple. Your sex life will go through the roof, and you will

become irresistible to your partner. Youâ€™ll experiment more and find exactly what floats your

boats and gives you the strongest orgasms of your life. Leave her whimpering, and leave him rock

hard all day. Be the best theyâ€™ve ever had and blow their mind with your sense of adventure and

lust.Let me be your guide on this sexual odyssey, wonâ€™t you?To spice up your sex life, click the

BUY NOW button at the top of this page!
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This book was a fun read. If you're looking to spice up in the bedroom, Amber knows her stuff. I

wouldn't say my partner and I have vanilla sex but we're always looking for ways to add more

excitement in our sex life and this book doesn't disappoint. Whether you need a complete sexual

makeover or just looking for tips and tricks, Amber has you covered.

The book is totally learning about making good sex relationship and spice up your sex life. The book

help you to boost up your sex life and make a satisfy sex relationship with your partner. We are

always try to do something's new or add some new ways for excitement in our sex life. The book all

of part have new touches of sexual behavior. The book author provided great advice and tips for

how to last longer and do a satisfy sex relation. Highly recommended

Harder Please is a great book and as the author puts it, pretty much a guidebook for spicy sex, and

just kicking up your sex life a few notches. I really liked the cover and the title so I took the plunge

on the book and I'm happy I did. My favorite parts were learning about small talk, it's such a LONG

chapter that has so much information and examples that really just hit the spot for me. They work

too lol!Lots of good information on sex games, which are really what most of us are looking for in a

book like this. Outside of our comfort zone but not too much... which means they are realistic and



do-able (pun intended).I definitely recommend this book!!

Amber Cole serves up a steamy and sweaty book on amazing sex! She delivers and it's easy to see

why she leads workshops on these types of things.The BEST book on  for this kinda stuff. No other

book even comes close in how much is covered here and how much actually makes sense for the

average person. Other books I've seen on the topic are clearly from Cosmo or some random

buzzfeed article. This one is detailed and great.

I bought and my partner ended up reading it as well. Good information for everyone.I thought after

so many years together that our sex life was just going to be what it was, no hope to be rescued or

spiced up like it was when we first met!Cole starts in a good place by explaining why you feel this

way and the mental approach you should have. Then the fun begins!

Interesting to read and helpful! I would recommend to anyone that wants to improve everything in

the boudoir department. Among the tips I picked up were about role play, pretty fun sexy sex

games, and a little bit of kink with the sensation games chapter. That was probably my favorite one.

very pleased with purchase would buy from you again

This book is a bare starter for prigs, not fot adultsand not even for kids who are looking for

XXX-rated thrills. Gig gig huh numb Cox zxcvb try mm bhu sdfvcxda mnhuf.
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